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to miss  (verpassen)

present	 	 past

I miss	 	 I missed

you ________	 you ____________ 
we ________	 we ____________

they ________	 they ____________


he misses	 	 he missed

she __________	 she ____________

it __________	 it ____________


ex. I miss the bus every day!

Gus missed the bus.


to fall  (fallen)

present	 	 past

I fall	 	 	 I fell

you ________	 you ________

we ________	 we ________

they ________	 they ________


he falls	 	 he fell

she __________	 she ________

it __________	 it ________


ex. Gus fell in the mud.


to bite  (beißen)

present	 	 past

I bite	 	 	 I bit

you ________	 you ________

we ________	 we ________

they ________	 they ________


he bites	 	 he bit

she __________	 she ________

it __________	 it ________


ex. I bite into my apple.

The dog bites his bone.

A bug bit his leg.


to get stuck  (steckenbleiben)

present	 	    past

I get stuck	 	    I got stuck

you ___________	   you ___________

we ___________	    we ___________

they ___________	   they ___________


he gets stuck	    he got stuck

she ___________	   she ___________

it ___________	    it ___________


ex. I get stuck in mud.

She gets stuck in the back.

Gum got stuck on his cap.


to say  (sagen)

present	 	 past

I say	 	 	 I said

you _________	 you _________

we _________	 we _________

they _________	 they _________


he says	 	 he said

she _________	 she _________

it _________	 it _________


ex. "This is no fun," said Gus.

He says, "Where is my drum?"

I say, "Hello."


to have  (haben)

present	 	 past

I have	 	 I had

you _________	 you _________

we _________	 we _________

they _________	 they _________


he has	 	 he had

she _________	 she _________

it _________	 it _________


ex. I have brown hair.

She has black hair.

Gus had to get in the tub.


